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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, an antibacterial nanocomposite coating has been prepared by a green method based on photo-
croslinking with the addition of new synthesized Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids. Fe3O4-Ag hybrid nanoparticles (0.1 wt.
%) were dispersed in UV-curable acrylate resin stystem (BGDM and HDDA). The kinetic of UV-curing reaction of
the nanocomposite was studited by measuring the coversion of acrylate double bonds, the variation of relative
hardness, gel fraction and swelling degree of the coating. The structural morphology, mechanical and anti-
bacterial properties of the nanocomposite were characterized. The analysis data demonstrated that the addition
of 0.1 wt.% of Fe3O4-Ag hybrid nanoparticles into the coating affected insignificantly to its crosslinking process;
the UV-exposure time to achieve a full crosslinking coating was about 4.8 s; the hybrid nanoparticles were
homogeneously dispersed in network polymer matrix. The addition of the nanohybrids into the UV curing
coating improved its its abrasion resistance from 98.24 to 126.54 lite/mil. The antibacterial testing indicated
that the antimicrobial activity of the nanocomposite against E. coli was inversely proportional to its crosslinking
density. Adding the nanocomposite in the culture, the growth rate of culture reduced about 3–5 % compared to
that of the pure culture, after 5 h of cultivation while no antibacterial activity was observed for the neat coating.

1. Introduction

Organic coating is one of the most popular protection and decora-
tion materials for different substrates [1,2]. To reduce the pollutants
released into the atmosphere, in recent decades, non-solvent systems
such as water-based and photocurable resin coatings have been devel-
oped [2–6]. Photocuring technology is a powerful technique for a wide
range of applications. It has many oustanding properties, including
transparency, high gloss, good mechanical properties as well as su-
perior moisture, chemical and weathering resistance [4,7]. The UV-
curing coating is formed by the photocrosslinking polymerization pro-
cess of resins consisting of the main components: 1) photoinitiator; 2)

multifunctional monomers or/and oligomers. There are two main types
of photocurable resin systems: (1) radical photo-polymerization and (2)
cationic photo-polymerization resin systems. The polymerization pro-
cess usually undergoes four stages: photolysis of initiator, initiation,
chain propagation and termination [7]. Antibacterial coating has been
taken great of interests in research and development, especially, for
tropical climate countries where bacterial and fungus grow strongly on
the surface of different materials (woods, glass windows and walls). The
application of antibacterial coating to protect against bacteria and fungi
is essential.

In recent years, the addition of inorganic nanoparticles (such as
TiO2, ZnO and Ag) as antibacterial additives into paint formulation is a
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major trend to make new antibacterial coatings [8–13]. In particular,
Ag nanoparticles are the most effective solution as they exhibit high
anti-microbial ability for both Gram-positive bacteria and Gram-negative.
To enhance the antibacterial effect of Ag nanoparticles, Agparticles are
often mounted on nanoscale metal oxides (for example, Fe3O4 or MnO2

nanoparticles) [14–17]. In our previous papers, it was found that the
Fe3O4–Ag hybrid nanoparticles had a better anti-microbial activity than
that of the free Ag nanoparticles due to (1) the faster release of Ag+

from the nanohybrids and (2) the accelerated ionization of Ag nano-
particles by Fe3+ ions [15–17]. The nanohybrids absorbed the light
radiation in both UV and visible light ranges [15].

Althought, there are some literatures on the dispersion of different
nanofillers in the UV-curable resins [12,18–22]. However, according to
the best of our knowledge, at the moment, there is not any published
works regarding photocurable Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids reinforced coat-
ings. In addition, it is known that crosslinking of thermoset resin system
can be influenced by the nature and content of componnents as well as
the present of additives [23–33]. In the case of epoxy matrix, Fe3O4

nanoparticles could play a role as a bridge interconnecting molecule,
and thus reduced total free volume and increased the cross-linking
density [24,25]. In this direction, to study the cure kinetics of epoxy/
amine system, Fe3O4 nanoparticles were used as nanocarriers for
loading of acid functional group [26], amine functional group [27,28],
or hydroxyl functional group [27,29]. It was reported that the reaction
of acid functional groups with amine groups of curing agent could
possibly deactivated hardener [26]. Whereas, the presence of hydroxyl
and amine groups might access to epoxy groups leading to increase in
the amount of thermal curing [27]. Anti-corrosion and flame retardancy
properties of nano-Fe3O4/epoxy nanocomposites were also viewed from
Crosslinking intensity perspective [30]. For UV curable systems, effect
of some additives on the photocrosslinking process has also been in-
vestigated. X. Allonas et al. have successfully synthesized organo-
zirconiums from zirconium and organic fluorides and used them as the
peroxyl radical scavengers against oxygen inhibition [32]. In the case of
UV curing acrylic urethane coating, loading of 2 wt.% of Tinuvin 384
organic UV absorber was found to decrease the conversion of acrylate
double bonds while A-TiO2 and ZnO enhanced their conversion [33].
However, the role of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids as UV absorbed nanofillers
in the curing reaction of the system has not been clarified.

In the current work, we quantitatively studied the crosslinking re-
action of UV-curable systems based on acrylate resin and Fe3O4-Ag
nanohybrids by spectroscopic analysis combined with monitoring the
evolation of relative hardness and gel fraction of the coating. We also
analyzed the morphology, mechanical properties and the influence of
crossliking density of nanocomposite on the antimicrobial activity.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Chemicals for the synthesis of Fe3O4–Ag nanhybrids
Iron (III) acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3, 99.99 %), silver nitrate (99.8

%), oleic acid (OA, 99 %), oleylamine (OLA, 70 %), 1-octadecanol
(OCD-ol, 99 %), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90 %), absolute ethanol (100 %)
and hexane (98.5 %) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd,
Singapore. All the materials were used as received without further
purification.

2.1.2. UV-curable resin systems
1-Hydroxy-cyclohexyl-phenyl-ketone, Irgacure 184 (I.184) used as a

photoinitiator was purchased from CIBA, Germany. 1,6-Hecxanediol
diacrylate (HDDA, 80 %) used as a diluent and Bisphenol A glycerolate
dimethacrylate (BGDM) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Chemical
structures of UV-curable compounds were presented in Fig. 1.

2.2. Sample preparation

2.2.1. Preparation of Fe3O4–Ag nanohybrids
Fe3O4–Ag nanohybrids were prepared following our previous work

[17]. Fe3O4 nanoparticles are firstly pre-synthesized by thermal de-
composition in an organic solvent of 1-octadecene [34]. The as-pre-
pared Fe3O4 nanoparticles with the size of 8 nm were then used as seeds
for the growing of Ag nanoparticles. Oleic acid and oleylamine act as
surfactants to protect against agglomerations of nanoparticles. The re-
action process of formation of Fe3O4–Ag hybrid nanoparticles can be
described in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows a photograph of solution of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids in n-
hexane (Fig. 3a), their TEM image (Fig. 3b) and their schematic illus-
tration of the morphology (Fig. 3c). As can be seen from these figures,
the solution of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids shows a dark brown color; while
the nanohybrids demonstrate a monodisperse and dumbbell-like
structure. Ag nanoparticles have dimension of about 16 nm and Fe3O4

had dimension of about 8 nm as our recently reported. The presence of
OA and OLA molecules on the surface of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids was
determined by TGA measurement (Fig. 3d). A weight loss of 10.36 % in
the temperature range of 70–550 °C was observed, which is assigned to
the loss of residual 1-octadecanol and 1-octadecene solvents and water
absorption on the particle surface during storage of samples (4.54 %)
and the decomposition of OA/OLA surfactants (5.82 %).

2.2.2. Preparation of nanocomposite coating
A low content of nanoparticles (0.1 wt%) has been added to nano-

composites is because at high concentration, Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids can
cause UV shielding effect that can interfere with the UV-curing reac-
tion. Moreover, for comparison reason with the antimicrobial activity of
polyurethane acrylic coating [17], only 0.1 % content of nanoparticules
is added. Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids were firstly dispersed in HDDA by
using a TPC-25 supersonic bath (Switzerland) for 3 h, they were then
mixed with acrylate resin (BGDM) and photoinitiator (I.184) using an
Ika RW16 Basic Mixer (England) for 0.5 h. the BGDM/HDDA/I.184
ratio is 55/45/3.

Coatings with thickness of ∼ 25 μm were prepared either on KBr
sheets for IR analysis, on Teflon sheets or on glass plates with the size of
100× 100×2mm for the measurements gel fraction and swelling and
analyses of relative hardness, abrasion resistance and antibacterial ac-
tivity using a spiral film applicator (Erichsen model 358). After that, the
coatings were exposed to UV radiation of a medium-pressure mercury
lamp (250mW/cm2) at room temperature, in the presence of air in
FUSION UV equipment (Model F300S, USA). They were passed several
times under the light with a web rate between 5 and 40m/s and the
exposure time is thus calculated. For example, for web rate of 40m/s,
exposure time is calculated, was 0.15 s. Fig. 4 presents photograph of
neat coating and its nanocomposite containing 0.1 wt.% Fe3O4-Ag
nanohybrids on glass sheets.

2.3. Characterization

2.3.1. Infrared spectroscopy analysis
The chemical conversion of acrylate double bonds band at 910 cm-1

(=CH stretching) during crosslinking was quantitatively investigated
by using a FTIR spectrocoppy NEXUS 670 (Nicolet). Experiments are
carried out at the same position of each sample before and after various
UV exposures. To eliminate the effect of changes in coating thickness,
cacbonyl band at 1730 cm-1 was chosen as the reference band.

The optical density (D) of groups was determinated by the following
formula:

D = ε.l.C= log (I0/I) = log [1+H/(100-U)]

The relationship between I0 and I with H and U was showed in Fig. 5
where H and U were calculated by using the software of FTIR
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Fig. 1. Chemical formula of photoinitiator (I.184), diluent (HDDA) and acrylate resin (BGDM).

Fig. 2. The synthesis steps of Fe3O4–Ag hybrid nanoparticles.

Fig. 3. Photograph of solution of OA/OLA coated Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids in n-hexane (a), their TEM image (b), their structural morphology (c) and TGA scan (d).
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spectroscopy.
Remaining acrylate group was calculated as follows:

Remaining acrylate group (%) = (D910 cm-1/D1730 cm-1) ×100

2.3.2. Determination of gel fraction and swelling behavior
The swelling degree of cured coating samples was carried out in a

Soxhlet in accordance with the standard ASTM D 2765 in acetone for
24 h to ananlyze the gel fraction and swelling degree of the coatings
[17]. The insoluble film part was dried at 50 °C. The gel fraction is the
weight of the insoluble film/the weight of the initial sample. The
swelling degree is the weight of swollen film/the weight of dried film.

2.3.3. Measurement of mechanical properties
A Pendulum Damping Tester (model 300), in accordance with the

Persoz Standard (NF T 30-016) was used to evaluate the relative
hardness of the crosslinked coatings. The relative hardness of the
coating is its absolute hardness/425. Abrasion resistance of the coatings
was measured by using the abrasive falling methods, in according to the
standard ASTM D968. All samples were determined triplicate and the
data was presented as average values.

2.3.4. Morphology analysis of nanohybrids and nanocomposite
A Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) - JEM 2100 (from Jeol,

Japan) was used to observe the morphology of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids.
The dispersion of nanoparticles in the nanocomposite was evaluated by
using the scanning electron microscope S-4800 (from Hitachi, Japan)
(FE-SEM). To analysize the surface of the coating, a thin carbon layer
was applied to increase the electrical conductivity of the coating.

2.3.5. Evaluation of antibacterial activity
Antibacterial tests are similar to those previously published [17], in

which, E. coli bacteria was inoculated and incubated in 2ml of LB
medium at 37 °C overnight and was shaken at a speed of 200 rpm. After
that, the cells were inoculated at 1 % concentration (by v/v cultured
cell suspension: LB medium) into 100ml of fresh LB mediums and these
culture mediums are incubated at the above similar condition until
their optical density values at λ of 600 nm (OD 600) reached about 0.3,
the films of 100mm×100mm ×25 μm without (ACUV) containing
nanohybrids (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) are added into incubational tank and
keep cultivating. Cultured cell suspensions were determined OD600

value after various time of cultivating since adding the films. Each
experiment was measured triplicate and the data was presented as
average values.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crosslinking process of UV curable coating containing Fe3O4-Ag
nanohybrids

3.1.1. Chemical conversion of acrylate double bonds
IR method was effectively used to investigate the kinetic and me-

chanism of chemical reaction for both curing reaction and photo-
degradation of coating [2,3,17,23]. In this work, the kinetic of the
curing reaction was monitored IR absorption density of acrylate double
bond in the crosslinking reaction of UV-curable coatings. IR spectra of
the neat UV-curable acrylate coating (ACUV) and its nanocomposite
(ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) before and after 4.8 s of the UV exposue were pre-
sented in Fig. 6.

Fg. 6 shows that during the cruring process, the 1634, 1408, 984,
910 and 810 cm-1 bands assigning to acrylate double bonds of HDDA
and BGDM decreased. Among them, the decrease of the 910 cm-1 band
was most clearly, so this band was choosed to investigate quantitatively
the conversion of acrylate double bonds during the crosslinking process

Fig. 4. Photograph of neat coating (ACUV) and its nanocomposite containing 0.1 wt.% Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) on glass sheets.

Fig. 5. The relationship between I0 and I with H and U.
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of the coatings. The obtained results were shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows that the acrylate double bonds quickly converted in the

first 0.15 s, after then slowed down. After 4.8 s of the UV exposure, the
conversion of the acrylate double bonds seemed to have reached the
highest value (87.2 % and 88.3 % for the coating without and with
0.1 wt.% Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids, respectively). The conversion of ac-
rylate double bonds was influenced insignificantly by the presence of
the nanohybrids in concentration of 0.1 wt.%.

Photoinitiator was very sensitive to UV radiation [7], under effect of
UV radiation of a medium-pressure mercury lamp in FUSION UV
equipment, photoinitiator I-184 in high concentration (3 wt.%) was
decomposed into free radicals. After then these free radicals reacted
with acrylate double bonds and initiated photocrosslinking poly-
merization reaction while the nanohybrids in low concentration
(0.1 wt.%), its absorption of UV is not large enough to affect the UV
energy absorption of initiators. This is possible reason for its insignif-
icant influence on the conversion of acrylate double bonds.

3.1.2. Increase of coating hardness
In the crosslinking process, a liquid resin system is converted into a

three dimentional network polymer; the coating hardness is thus in-
creased. The modification of the hardness can be linked to its cross-
linking degree. Fig. 8 shows the modification of the relative hardness of

the neat coating (ACUV) and the nanocomposite (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag).
Fig. 8 indicates that the relative hardness rised rapidly after only first
1.2 s of the UV exposure and at a slower rate for later 3.6 s. After 4.8 s,
the relative hardness of the coatings reached a highest value of about
0.90 and 0.93 for the coating without and with 0.1 wt% Fe3O4-Ag na-
nohybrids, respectively. The addition of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids into the
polymer matrix increased insignificantly the coating hardness, possibly,
because the nanoparticles filled the holes and defects of the coating
leading to its tighter structure and its relative hardness was increased,
however, in the presence of the nanohybrids, roughness of surface of
nanocomposite coating also increased which descreased the relative
hardness. These two trends offset each other resulting to the relative
hardness increased insignificantly.

3.1.3. Gel and swelling properties of the coatings
Measure the gel fraction and swelling degree of the coatings during

photocroslinking process is not only a useful method to study kinetic of
crosslinking reaction but also is the way to determine the crosslinking
intensity of the coatings. The analysis results of the gel fraction and
swelling degree of the coatings were presented in Fig. 9.

As can be seen from Fig. 9 that, after 0.3 s of UV exposure, the gel

Fig. 6. IR spectra of neat UV curable coating (ACUV) and its nanocomposite (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) before and after 4.8 s of the UV exposure.

Fig. 7. Conversion of acrylate double bonds during the UV exposure.

Fig. 8. Modification of relative hardness of the neat coating (ACUV) and the
nanocomposite (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag).
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fraction of the coatings appeared. The gel fraction increased and
swelling degree decreased quickly for first 2.4 s. They changed at a
slower rate for later 2.4 s. After 4.8 s, the gel fraction reached a max-
imum value of about 95.8 % and 95.9 % while the swelling degree
reached a minimum value of about 371 % and 370 % for the coating
without and with 0.1 wt.% Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids, respectively. The
presence of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids in the coating had no effect on its gel
fraction and swelling behavior.

3.1.4. Structural morphology of the nanocomposite coating
To observe the structural morphology of the coating, FE-SEM

images was performed. The FE-SEM images of UV curing nanocompo-
site in cross-section were exhibited in Fig. 10

This figure demonstrates that the coating had a tight structure
without various defects, cracks. In the nanocomposite, there was no
large agglomeration of the nanohybrids. This can be explained that the
presence of OA and OLA surfactants leads to a homogeneous dispersion
of nanoparticles in the nanocomposite and they are well compatible
with polymer matrix. On the base of the data from conversion of ac-
rylate double bonds, variations of relative hardness, gel fraction,
swelling degree and structural morphology analysis of the nano-
composite, it could be identified that crosslinking process of UV-curable
resin system based on photoinitiator I.184, HDDA, BGDM and Fe3O4-Ag
nanohybrids was insignificantly influenced by the presence of the na-
nohybrids as shown in Fig. 11

Thus, Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids and surfactants (OA and OLA) on their
surface did not react with components in UV curable system (I.184,
HDDA and BGDM). The addition of 0.1 wt.% of nanohybrids possibly
increase the UV shielding but not high enough to reduce the reaction
rate as well as the conversion of acrylate groups. The UV exposure for

the curing completion was calculated to be about 4.8 s.

3.2. Abrasion resistance of the coatings

Abrasion resistance of the neat coating (ACUV) and the nano-
composite (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) after 4.8 s of the UV exposure was eval-
uated and shown in Fig. 12.

As can be seen from Fig. 12 that due to the incorporation of the
Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids into network polymer, the abrasion resistance of
the coating increased from 98.4–126.5 lite/mil (28.8 %). This can be
explained by a tight structure without holes and defects of the nano-
composite which had been found in above FE-SEM analysis (Fig. 10).

3.3. Evaluation of antibacterial activity

Effect of the Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids on the antibacterial ability of
the nanocomposites on the base of natural rubber–polyethylene blends
and acrylic polyurethane coating was reported in our previous works
[16,17]. High bactericidal activity of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids was ex-
plained by strong catalytic ability of nano Ag and their good dispersion
and aggregation stability due to combinating with the Fe3O4 carrier and
by a large contact surface between the nanohybrids and bacterial cells.
In this work, antibacterial activity of the UV-curable acrylate nano-
composite coatings with difference crosslinking density was in-
vestigated. The obtained results of antibacterial tests against E. coli
were presented in Fig. 13 and Table 1.

The figure demonstrates that the growth rates of the cultures
without coating (pure) and with the neat films (ACUV) were insignif-
icantly different. This means that the ACUV film had not antibacterial
activity. In the case of the cultures on the nanocomposite films (ACUV/
Fe3O4-Ag), their growth rates were reduced about 3–5% compared to
those in the neat system, after 5 h of cultivation. Fig. 13 and Table 1
indicate that the antimicrobial activity was proportional to the swelling
degree of the coating, in other words, it was inversely proportional to
its crosslinking intensity. ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag film after 4.8 s of curing have
a weaker antibacterial activity than that ACPU/Fe3O4-Ag film [17].
This could be explained by the fact that the coating with higher
crosslinking intensity had tighter structure so the release of Ag+ ions
was more difficult.

4. Conclusion

The kinetic of the UV-curing reaction, morphology, mechanical and
antibacterial properties of the nanocomposite based on acrylate resin
and Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids as well as influence of crosslinking density
of the coating on its antimicrobial activity was studited. The obtained
results show that the addition of 0.1 wt.% of Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids into
the coating did not influence on its crosslinking process. The UV

Fig. 9. Variations of gel fraction and swelling degree of the coating without
(ACUV) and with Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag).

Fig. 10. The FE-SEM images of UV curing nanocomposite (ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) in cross-section at different magnifications: (a) ×30,000 and (b) × 60,000.
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exposure time to achieve a full crosslinked coating was about 4.8 s with
improvement of mechanical properties. Its abrasion resistance rised
from 98.24–126.54 lite/mil with the addition of nanoparticles. The
antimicrobial activity of the nanocomposite was inversely proportional
to the crosslinking density. The growth rates of the cultures containing
the nanocomposite reduced about 3–5% compared to those ofin the

neat system, after 5 h of cultivation. This antimicrobial nanocomposite
with antibacterial agent is promising materials for future smart coatings
which can be used as auto-bacteria cleaning surface for various sub-
strates and furnitures.

Fig. 11. Crosslinking process of UV-curable resin system based on photoinitiator I.184, HDDA, BGDM and Fe3O4-Ag nanohybrids.

Fig. 12. Abration resistance of the neat coating (ACUV) and the nanocomposite
(ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag) after 4.8 s of the UV exposure.

Fig. 13. Influence of the nanocomposites on the growth rate of the cultures.
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1 ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag 0.6 775.2±15 95.04± 1 ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag-775.2
2 1.2 561.1±11 95.84± 1 ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag-561.1
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4 4.8 370.3±7.5 97.08± 1 ACUV/Fe3O4-Ag-370.3
5 ACPU/Fe3O4-Ag [17] 6 days 790±15 95.06± 1 ACPU/Fe3O4-Ag
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